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FOREWORD
NASA experience has indicated a need for uniform criteria for the design of space
vehicles. Accordingly, criteria are being developed in the following areas of technology:
Environment
Structures
Guidance and Control
Chemical Propulsion
Individual components of this work will be issued as separate monographs as soon as
they are completed. A list of all published monographs in this series can be found at
the end of this document.
These monographs are to be regarded as guides to the formulation of design
requirements and specifications by NASA centers and project offices.
This monograph was prepared under the cognizance of the Langley Research Center.
The Task Manager was G. W. Jones, Jr. The author was K.M. Eldred of Wyle
Laboratories. A number of other individuals assisted in planning the monograph,
developing the material, and reviewing the drafts. In particular, the significant
contributions made by C.M. Ailman, C. P. Berry, and D. L. Keeton of McDonnell
Douglas Corporation ; D. A. Bies of Bolt Beranek & Newman Incorporated ; D. A. Bond
of Advance Graphic Systems, Incorporated; P.M. Edge, Jr., of NASA Langley
Research Center; H. Himelblau and C.L. Stevens of North American Rockwell
Corporation; R. C. Potter of Wyle Laboratories; R. H. Lyon of Massachusetts Institute
of Technology; D. L. Smith of the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory; P. H. White
of Measurement Analysis Corporation; and K. J. Young of The Boeing Company are
hereby acknowledged.
NASA plans to update this monograph when need is established. Comments and
recommended changes in the technical content are invited and should be forwarded to
the attention of the Design Criteria Office, Langley Research Center, Hampton,
Virginia 23365.
June 1971
i_or sale by the National Technical Information Service, Springfield, Virginia 22151 - Price $3.0u
GUIDE TO THE USE OF THIS MONOGRAPH
Tile purpose of this monograph is to provide a uniform basis for design of flightworthy
structure. It summarizes for use in space vehicle development the significant experience
and knowledge accumulated in research, development, and operational programs to
date. It can be used to improve consistency in design, efficiency of the design effort,
and confidence in the structure. All monographs in this series employ the same basic
format three major sections preceded by a brief INTRODUCTION, Section I, and
complemented by a list of REFERENCES.
The STATE OF THE ART, Section 2, reviews and assesses current design practices and
identifies important aspects of the present state of technology. Selected references are
cited to supply supporting information. This section serves as a survey of the subject
that provides background material and prepares a proper technological base for the
CRITERIA and RECOMMENDED PRACTICES.
The CRITERIA, Section 3, state what rules, guides, or limitations must be imposed
to ensure flightworthiness. The criteria can serve as a checklist for guiding a design
or assessing its adequacy.
The RECOMMENDED PRACTICES, Section 4, state how to satisfy the criteria.
Whenever possible, the best procedure is described; when this cannot be done,
appropriate references are suggested. These practices, in conjunction with the criteria,
provide guidance to the formulation of requirements for vehicle design and evaluation.
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ACOUSTIC LOADS GENERATED
BY THE PROPULSION SYSTEM
1. INTRODUCTION
A space vehicle is subjected to a severe fluctuating external-pressure loading when its
rocket-propulsion system is operated in the atmosphere. Such acoustic loading* is
described in terms of its overall sound-pressure level* and its frequency spectrum and
spatial correIation* as functions of position over the vehicle's surface. The acoustic
loading results from the broad frequency-spectrum acoustic field generated by the
mixing of the rocket-engine exhaust stream with the ambient atmosphere. Acoustic
loads are a principal source of structural vibration and internal noise during launch or
static-firing operations but do not generally present a critical design condition for the
main load-carrying structure. However, acoustic loads may be critical to the proper
functioning of vehicle components and their supporting structures, which are otherwise
lightly loaded. The prediction of acoustic loading is essential to provide a necessary
input for the determination of vibration loads throughout the vehicle, and for the
development of the vibration-test specifications and the associated dynamic design
requirements which are necessary to ensure overall vehicle reliability.
Potential problems which may result from acoustic loading include:
Malfunction of electronic and mechanical components in the vehicle (from
structural vibration and internal acoustic loading)
Fatigue failure of internal components and supporting hardware, such as
cable-bundle supports, instrument-mounting brackets, and distributed piping
systems (from structural vibration)
Fatigue of lightweight exterior structures, such as aerodynamic fins and
antenna panels (from direct external acoustic loading)
Fatigue of lightweight spacecraft structures (from internal acoustic noise and
structural vibration)
• Adverse environmental conditions for vehicle occupant
*See Appendix for definitions
Thismonographis concernedprimarily with predictingloadsgeneratedon thevehicle
by rocket-propulsionsystemsandsecondarilywith minimizingthe soundfield,where
necessary.It excludespredictionof internalacousticloadsand loadsresultingfrom
nonacousticsourcesof structural vibratory responses,suchasimpingementby the
exhauststreamsof controlrocketsandaerodynamicallyinducedloads.
Themaximumacousticloadingfrom therocketoccurson thevehicleduringtest-stand
firingsor liftoff. Duringlaunch,loadingdecreasesasthevehicleaccelerates.Whenthe
vehicle'svelocity exceedsthespeedof sound,thepropulsion-inducedacousticloading
overmost of the vehicleis reducedto zero becausethe soundgeneratedaft of the
vehicleby the rocket'sexhaustispropagatedforwardat avelocitylessthanthat of the
vehicle.In tile supersonicregime,however,theremaybearelativelylow-levelacoustic
loadingfrom therocketin thevehicle'sbaseregionresultingfrom propagationof noise
throughtile vehicle'swake.
Theprincipalparametersaffectingacousticloadingare:
• Rocket-nozzlexit-flowparameters
• Vehicle,stand,and flow geometry
• Vehicle velocity
The primary source of the acoustic field is the fluctuating turbulence in the mixing
region of the rocket-exhaust flow. Since this mixing region surrounds tile exhaust flow
over its entire length, the noise source extends over a great distance. Noise generated
by the rocket is a function of the properties of the turbulent flow, which, in turn, are
related to the mean flow parameters and geometry. Noise is radiated in all directions
from the flow; however, the magnitude of tile acoustic field is highly directional; tile
angle of maximum radiation for existing chemical rockets is about 50 degrees from the
direction of the flow. For a given rocket flow, the acoustic loading on the vehicle is
therefore greater when the flow is directed at right angles to the vehicle's axis (as on a
test stand or at liftoff) than when it is directed aft along the axis (as in flight). Acoustic
loading on the vehicle generally decreases as distance from the rocket flow increases,
and is affected by nearby reflecting objects.
Additional noise sources in tile rocket flow may be of importance for certain
engine-vehicle-deflector configurations. These sources include interaction of flow
turbulence with the deflector surfaces and with shock waves associated with the
deflector, and oscillating flame fronts which result from reignition of exhaust gases
downstream of the nozzle.
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Accurateanalytical prediction of the acoustic loading at a specified point on the
vehicle at a given time of operation is virtually impossible because of many
complicating factors. Therefore, the approach to prediction presented in this
monograph is based on analysis of experimental data.
The response of the space-vehicle structure to acoustic loading is treated in the
monograph on structural vibration prediction (ref. 1). Also, the related topic of
aerodynamic-pressure-field fluctuations (similar to acoustic loading because they can
cause similar problems in space-vehicle design) is partially covered in the monograph on
buffeting during atmospheric ascent (ref. 2).
2. STATE OF THE ART
Prediction of the acoustic loads on space vehicles that are generated by the propulsion
system requires the use of analytical methods (based on experimental data)
supplemented by tests. In general, current prediction methods are useful only for
analysis of chemical rockets where nozzle design, exhaust-flow characteristics, and
deflector configuration are typical of engines and deflectors presently in use. Where
new engine or deflector designs are proposed which significantly depart from existing
configurations, model and full-scale experimental programs are necessary to obtain the
acoustic loading on the structure, as needed for proper design of the structure.
2.1 Rocket-Exhaust Noise Generation
The characteristics of rocket noise may be summarized in tile following manner. The
acoustic (sound) power generated by a supersonic rocket exhaust is directly
proportional to the cube of the exhaust velocity. The spectrum of the noise generated
is broadband in nature; no discrete frequency sound is normally observed, and the
spectrum peak frequency is inversely proportional to the size of the engine. Noise is
radiated in all directions, but the maximum radiation is at an acute angle to the
exhaust-flow direction. The noise is generated over an extended source region
throughout the entire length of the exhaust-mixing flow, as illustrated in figure 1. The
principal source of the noise is in the subsonic flow, downstream of the supersonic core
of the jet; the predominant angle of maximum noise radiation is approximately 50 to
70 degrees from the axis of the flow, depending on the exhaust-flow parameters.
Knowledge of the characteristics of rocket-exhaust noise has been obtained principally
from experiments. However, theory extended from original low-speed work (refs. 3
and 4) to supersonic flow (ref. 5) has played an important role in the development of
the understanding of the complex process of the noise generated by high-speed
jet-exhaust gases mixing with the atmosphere. References 6 and 7, which are summary
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papers, and reference 8, present reviews of the theoreticaI aspects of jet-noise
generation.
The most productive approach to the understanding and prediction of rocket-exhaust
noise has been achieved by applying similarity principles and parameters to
experimental data. Similarity concepts for jets are discussed extensively in reference 9
and extended to rockets in references l 0 to 13. The basic premise is that the noise field
for rockets is similar when the exhaust flow is similar.
The most elementary similarity application is that of comparing the noise field from
two geometrically similar jets or rockets having identical nozzle-flow parameters and
differing only in size. In this case (fig. 2), the overall sound-pressure level is identical at
locations that are geometrically similar throughout the noise field. However, the
spectrum is shifted in frequency so that the parameter frequency times nozzle
diameter, fd, remains constant. This relationship, supplemented by theory for
low-speed jets (refs. 3 to 8) and experimental data (refs. 9 to I I and 14), has led to
general use of the nondimensional Strouhal number, fd/U, where U is velocity, as the
principal similarity parameter for jet- and rocket-noise spectra.
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The use of other similarity parameters is best demonstrated by examining various
features of the rocket-noise field for undeflected single-nozzle chemical rockets, where
most data are available, supplemented by data for special cases of clustered nozzles,
deflectors, and nonchemical rockets.
2.1.1 Overall Sound Power and Acoustic Efficiency
The overall sound-power level for undeflected rocket exhausts is summarized in
figure 3, which presents data from references 15 to 23. The data include both solid-
and liquid-fueled chemical rockets in the thrust range of 1.56 to 31 100 kN (350 to
7 000 000 lb), together with a few examples of clustered nozzles and nuclear-powered
hydrogen supersonic jets. The acoustic efficiency, defined as the ratic_ of the sound
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power to the rocket exhaust's mechanical power, for the majority of these data range
between 0.2 and 1.0 percent; however, an earlier empirical-prediction method that had
widespread use showed the sound power proportional to the exhaust's mechanical
power raised to a power of 1.35 (ref. 15). Although this relationship appeared correct
for the data available at that time for rockets ranging in thrust from 4.45 to 580 kN
(1000 to 130 000 Ib), it does not appear to apply to higher thrust rockets. Also, more
recent data on low-thrust rockets show acoustic efficiencies in the same range as the
high-thrust rockets. One of the principal reasons may be that the acoustic
instrumentation for the more recent data had a frequency response more compatible
with the spectrum. It is concluded that the acoustic efficiency is a constant for
undeflected rocket exhausts with similar nozzle-flow parameters, with 0.5 percent as
the most probable value and 1.0 percent as a conservative upper bound.
The acoustic efficiency of deflected rocket exhausts is less than that of undeflected
rockets (fig. 4, by data from ref. 17). The differences are greatest when the exhaust
impinges on a flat plate which is normal to the flow and are least for rockets that are
deflected by smoothly curved buckets. This decrease in efficiency is considered to be
caused by the modification of the exhaust flow by the deflector-nozzle configuration.
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2.1.2 Sound-Power Spectrum
A sound-power spectrum for chemical rockets is given in figure 5, with data from
references 15 to 18, 20, and 24. The data are primarily from undeflected rocket
exhausts but include data from aerodynamically smooth bucket deflectors, which were
seen in figure 4 to have efficiencies similar to those of the undeflected exhausts. The
normalizing parameter, Ue/d e in the quantity W(f)Ue/WOAde, adjusts the measured
relative sound power per Hz W(f)/WoA to relative power per unit Strouhal number so
that the data are comparable and the area under the curve is unity. The scatter in the
data shows the accuracy limitations to be expected when the faired curve is used to
predict the sound-power spectrum of a new but similar chemical rocket.
The power spectrum of chemical rockets (fig. 5) covers a wide frequency range, with
the maximum at a Strouhal number of approximately 0.02. However, when data for
supersonic hydrogen-exhaust flows (refs. 21 and 23) are compared with those of
chemical rockets as shown in figure 6, their power spectra are observed to reach a
maximum at significantly lower values of Strouhal number than 0.02. The curve of
figure 5 is limited to chemical rockets with an exit exhaust velocity in the range of
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Comparisons of power spectra for examples of clustered nozzles and a single nozzle are
given in figure 7 for each of the two exhaust regimes of figures 5 and 6. Both examples
show a good data fit when the Strouhal number of the cluster is based on a diameter of
a single nozzle having an exit area equal to the total exit area of the cluster. In both
cases, the nozzles are judged to be so close that the noise results primarily from the
combined flow. If the nozzles should be spaced farther apart, the noise spectra could
be affected by both the individual flows and the combined flow (refs. 10 and 21).
Experimental evidence (ref. 24) also suggests that when the exhaust flow is deflected,
the simplest approach to dealing with multiple nozzles is to use the equivalent diameter
of a single nozzle having an exit area equal to the combined areas of the multiple
nozzles, since the deflector will cause the flows to mix rapidly, thus producing a
combined single flow. This effect is well demonstrated by the data (ref. 24) for
full-scale deflected flows from the eight-engine S_/turn booster (fig. 5).
Figure 8 shows a few examples from reference 17 of the normalized power spectra
from rockets that were exhausted into other types of deflectors, which result in much
greater changes in the flow than those associated with a simple bucket deflector. These
deflectors cause a reduction of overall sound power (fig. 4) and produce marked
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changes in the power spectrum. Consequently, the general relationships for power
(fig. 3) and spectra (fig. 5) may be invalid whenever the deflector geometry differs
significantly from an aerodynamically clean open-bucket design.
2.1.3 Directional Characteristics
The directional characteristics for the overall sound-pressure levels of various jets and
rockets are illustrated in figure 9. The angle of maximum radiation relative to the
exhaust axis increases as the speed of sound in the flow increases. This effect is
believed to result from refraction of sound as it is transmitted through the shear layer
into the exhaust-gas flow (refs. 9, 25, and 26). Note that the results for the higher
speed hydrogen rockets are dissimilar to those for the typical chemical rockets.
The directional characteristics of the sound are also functions of frequency, as
illustrated for chemical rockets in figure 10, using data from references 13, 15, 17, and
27. In general, the directional characteristics for the frequencies at higher values of
Strouhal number reach maxima at the angle predicted from simple refraction theory
(refs. 9 and 10), whereas the maxima for lower frequency sound are at more acute
angles to the axis. This effect is believed to result because low frequencies are not
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Figure9. - Far-field directionalcharacteristicsof the overall sound-pressure
levelfor four typesof jet flow.
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refracted as much as the higher frequencies because their wavelengths are much longer
in comparison to the width of the shear layer; and, from Mach number and convection
effects on the low frequencies (refs. 5 to 9).
2.1.4 Noise Generation Along the Exhaust Flow
The previous discussions have summarized the extent and limitations of similarity
relationships for the total sound field from a rocket exhaust. For the prediction of
acoustic loading at positions close to the rocket flow, it is necessary to examine the
distribution of noise along the exhaust stream. The length of the supersonic core o¢ a
rocket exhaust appears to be directly related to the fully expanded exit Mach number,
Me, as shown by the data in figure 11. The rocket data in this figure are from
reference 28. Estimates of the relative overall-sound-power per unit-core-length have
been calculated from noise measurements along the flow (refs. I0 and 29), and are
given in figure 12. The maxima are at distances ranging between one and two core
lengths. It should be noted that results of this type can be calculated for only sonic and
supersonic jets (refs. 9 and 10), where the near-field hydrodynamic-convection effects
associated with subsonic flows (ref. 30) are of little consequence.
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Normalized power spectra for chemical rockets are summarized in terms of an axial
StrouhaI number in figure 13, in accordance with the technique of references 9 and ! 0.
The scatter at low frequencies is partially due to the limited available data. In addition,
scatter may result from a possible lack of similarity in the velocity distribution in the
transition-mixing region along a supersonic core.
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To predict near-field sound-pressure levels from figures 12 and 13, a local directivity of
sound radiation is required to give the distribution of sound radiated in each
direction; however, direct experimental data do not exist for rockets in the form
derived in reference 9 for sonic jets. Theory is not particularly helpful because the
mechanism of directivity has not been fully confirmed for high-speed jet flows; both
convection of the sources and refraction of the sound by the jet are considered
responsible, but the significance of each has not been defined (refs. 25 and 26).
Therefore, it is customary to apply the far-field directivity results such as those in
figure 10 in predicting near-field acoustic levels from the power spectra derived along
the flow.
An earlier approach to distributing the sources of the total acoustic-power spectrum
along the flow is illustrated in figure 14 (data from references 13, 21, and 31). Here,
for undeflected flows, the apparent location of the source of noise in each frequency
band has been determined by fitting data measured along a simulated vehicle to an
inverse-square loss curve and extrapolated to zero distance. For deflected flow, the
distances were estimated from correlation measurements along a simulated vehicle.
Since it is not possible to account for shielding, as can be accomplished with the
distributions of figures 12 and 13, this approach may be used for predicting the.noise
of similar configurations only when no obstructions interfere with a line of sight
between the vehicle and the flow.
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2.1.5 Combustion Effects
When there is combustion in the exhaust flow, it can cause additional noise. This effect
has been associated with solid-fueled rockets (ref. 15) and with nuclear-rocket engines
where the gaseous-hydrogen exhaust burns during ground test (ref. 23). Most chemical
liquid-fueled engines burn slightly fuel rich, with some resulting combustion in the
exhaust plume. Reference 32 indicates that the combustion of fuel-rich exhaust causes
an increase of 2 to 14 dB in low-frequency noise; however, these measurements are
close to the exhaust stream, and the increases may not be found at greater distances
(ref. 15). The general effects of combustion are further complicated by the nature of
the flame front thus formed. Reference 15 indicates that an increase of 2 to 4 dB
found at locations near the nozzle at the lower frequencies was a result of the
oscillation of the flame front, which disappeared when the flame front was stabilized.
2.1.6 Summary of Significant Noise-Generation Parameters
From the similarity relationships previously discussed and from reference 12, the
following parameters are significant in scaling rocket noise:
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Exhaust-flowproperties
(a) Jet-exitvelocity
(b) Jet-exitMachnumber
(c) Jet-exitdensity
(d) Jet-exitstaticpressure
Configuration variables
(a) Nozzle-exit diameter, shape, and area ratio
(b) Multiple-nozzle geometry
(c) Deflector geometry, including distance between nozzle and deflector
(d) Exhaust-shroud geometry
(e) Reflecting-surface geometry
Ambient-atmospheric parameter s
(a) Pressure
(b) Temperature
(c) Gas Composition
2.2 Vehicle Loading
The minimum description of the loading on the vehicle, needed to estimate the
structural response, is given in terms of the detailed distribution on the structure of the
sound-pressure spectrum. A more detailed description also requires the spatial
correlation pattern of the sound-pressure field to enable more exact vibration
prediction. Such analyses are required for examining certain types of failures, such as
the sonic fatigue of lightweight external panels.
Scattering from local structures, such as the launch or test stands, as well as from the
vehicle structure itself, affects the radiated sound field from the exhaust flow. A
deflector will normally cause an unsymmetrical loading in the vehicle, with a higher
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levelof loadingmeasuredon surfacesfacingthe deflected exhaust flow. Tile theory of
scattering is complicated (ref. 33), but it may be used with certain assumptions to
predict acoustic-load levels on the vehicle surface (ref. 34). However, in a complex
configuration with many reflective surfaces nearby, the levels can be changed
considerably and increased locally.
The maximum acoustic loading from the rocket exhaust occurs during ground firings
when the vehicle is held static in a test stand or is starting to lift off from a launch
stand. For standard ground-firing configurations, the flow is deflected by impinging
perpendicularly on the ground plane or deflected to the side by a curved deflector
(scoop or bucket). Although the deflector may reduce the total acoustic power, it
often brings the exhaust flow closer to the vehicle, increasing the noise level over the
vehicle. This effect is illustrated in figure 1 for a flow deflected at 90 degrees to the
vehicle axis. Here the contours of equal sound-pressure level are shown to rotate with
the flow (fig. 1b), placing the vehicle in a region of noise levels higher than those of the
undeflected flow (fig. l a).
A quantitative illustration of the increase of noise on the vehicle because of flow
deflection is shown in figure 15 (taken from ref. l 7). The figure shows the increase in
sound-pressure level as a function of frequency at two positions on the vehicle. This
increase in level is relative to the sound-pressure level measured at the same positions as
when the flow was undeflected. From these examples it can be seen that the increase
resulting from flow deflection is significant and is a function of position on the vehicle,
distance from the nozzle to the deflector, type of deflector, and frequency.
During launch, increased loading from flow deflection has a significant effect until the
distance between the nozzle and deflector is at least several core lengths (70 to 100
nozzle-exit diameters). When this distance is reached, most of the noise is generated in
the undeflected exhaust flow. Further, the increase in distance between the vehicle and
the deflector decreases the loading as a result of the inverse square loss. At greater
distances the flow may be considered undeflected with respect to its noise generation.
Acoustic loading also decreases as the vehicle gains velocity (refs. 1 I and 35). As shown
in figure 16, when the vehicle reaches sonic velocity, the acoustic loading from the
rocket exhaust decreases to an insignificant value since the vehicle's speed exceeds the
propagation velocity of the exhaust noise. However, in the supersonic regime, a
relatively low-level acoustic loading in the vehicle's base region may result from
propagation of noise through the vehicle's wake.
The frequency-dependent spatial correlation is a measure of the distance over which
the sound pressure may be considered in phase. It is important because spatial
matching of pressure phase and response-displacement phase dictates the amount of
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energy transferred from the pressure fluctuations to the structural-response mode.
Experimental measurements of correlation patterns along the vehicle are limited to a
single known case, and the results are summarized in reference 31. Theoretical
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calculations of correlation using a source-distribution technique are reported in
reference34; the computation involves extensive mathematical manipulations to
include the scattering from the vehicle. The correlation curves calculated in
references 30 and 31 for the geometry of figure 17 are normalized in terms of
frequency and principal angle of radiation for that particular frequency, and the results
are given for circumferential correlation (fig. 18) and longitudinal correlation (fig. 19).
2.3 Prediction Methods for Near-Field Noise
Near-field noise levels can either be predicted analytically, using normalized results
obtained from experimental acoustical measurements, or be measured directly by an
acoustical test using either full or subscale models.
2.3.1 Empirical Analysis
The following prediction methods are typical of those which have been used. They are
presented in order of increasing complexity.
• Extrapolation of measured data from similar configurations to predict
sound-pressure spectra at various positions on the vehicle. Figure 20 (taken
from ref. 36) shows some typical results, which are estimated to have an
accuracy of +6 dB for prediction purposes for the configuration noted in the
figure.
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A source-distribution technique, whereby octave-band or l/3-octave-band
sources are allocated along the deflected exhaust stream. The radiated field
from each source is then summed to obtain the loading for the required
point on the vehicle. An assumption regarding the directivity is necessary,
and far-field results are often used. Such a technique is outlined in
reference 31. This technique is estimated to have an accuracy of +4 dB for
prediction purposes for standard configurations, when exhaust shielding and
reflections are of little importance.
A more complex analytic source-distribution technique, involving the
allocation of a spectrum of sources at selected points along the flow. Again,
addition of the individual fields gives the final loading. This technique
(ref. 10) is estimated to have an accuracy of -+4 dB for prediction of standard
configurations, and enables a better assessment of the effect of exhaust
shielding and reflectiorts on the acoustic levels and spatial correlations.
The effect of reflection and scattering can be included in additional studies, and a final
analytic stage involves calculating correlation curves for the spatial-loading pattern on
the vehicle. The individual sources are assumed to be completely uncorrelated, so that
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the resultsfor eachsourcecanbe simply added(ref. 34). Alternatively,whenlittle
shieldingexists,normalizedresultssuchasshownin figures18 and 19 canbe read
directly.Additionalcommentsandsuggestionsfor predictiontechniquescanbe found
in references37 to 41.
2.3.2 Experimental Determination
Subscaled models are used in a test program to predict the acoustic loading on a vehicle
of new design. Such a program attempts to reproduc_ the exhaust-flow properties for
geometrically similar model rocket nozzles. It also includes geometrically similar
configuration variables, including nozzles, deflectors, shrouds, reflecting surfaces,
vehicle external surface, and atmospheric parameters.
Full-scale testing of engines on a test stand may also be used to estimate vehicle loading
or to validate analytical prediction. Here, caution must be exercised in estimating the
effects of reflecting surfaces, which either exist in the test configuration but not in the
launch configuration, or vice versa.
A quantitative determination of the acoustic loading from properly conducted subscale
or full-scale test programs gives a more accurate prediction than that obtained through
empirical analysis. This technique is estimated to have a potential accuracy of +2 dB,
and can include all the effects of exhaust shielding, nonstandard geometry, and
reflections on the acoustic loading.
2.4 Minimizing the Acoustic Loads
A method used to eliminate problems associated with acoustic loading predicted by
preliminary analysis is to reduce the acoustic loads. These loads can be minimized by
several techniques.
One of the techniques for suppressing the sound generated is the injection of water
into the exhaust stream. A model study (ref. 42) has shown that significant reduction
of tile generated sound level is attainable by massive injection of water into the
deflector to mix with the exhaust stream. However, the results show that very large
quantities of water are necessary, and such systems appear impractical for large
boosters. For example, to obtain a power decrease of 10 dB, the addition of water
equal to twice the mass flow of the exhaust is required. An indication of approximate
reductions in power for full-sized rockets is shown for single engines with
water-mass-flow ratios of 2 to 3.5 (ref. 43); however, other configuration variables may
be responsible. In fact, little effect is noticed for an eight-engine configuration
with a mass-flow ratio of 1.
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Directingthe exhaustgasinto a body of waterwill alsoreducethegeneratednoise.
Datacollectedfrom testswith models(ref. 17) showreductionup to 10dB initially,
althoughcontinuedengineoperationquickly emptiedthewatertank.A teststandthat
directedthe vehicle'sexhaustinto a largelakecould produceacontinuousreduction;
however,tile engineeringproblemsassociatedwith buildingsucha standwould be
formidable.
The maximumreduction in acousticloadingto be soughtin groundoperationfor
vehicle-designpurposesis on the orderof 15 to 20dB;any furthersuppressionwould
not be meaningfulto vehicledesignsincethe vehiclewould ordinarily encountera
higherlevelof noiseduringflight.
The acoustic loadingon the vehiclecan also be reducedby design.Selectionof
less-noisyrocket engineswill not normally be possiblesince engineselectionis
determinedby other requirements.However,an immediatereductioncanbeachieved
by choosingan enginewith a lowerexhaustvelocity,which in turn is determinedt_y
tile choiceof propellants.Wheremultiple enginesare involved,their location with
respecto the vehiclestructurecanalleviatethe noiseexposureof thatstructure.The
structure located near the engineswill be subjectedto similar levels for all
configurations,"but the choiceof layout of the nozzlescanaffect the spectrumof
soundthusformed.A wider spacingcangiveabroaderspectrum,with resultinglower
peaklevelsof soundgeneration(refs.20and21).
The test and launch stands can be designed to reduce the levels on the vehicle surface.
By making sure that the exhaust flow is deflected through a minimum angle, the levels
on the vehicle can be substantially reduced. During launch, this reduction can be in the
order of lOdB as indicated in figure 15. In addition, the use of a roof over the
deflector to form a tunnel and enclose the sound field can provide further reduction in
levels on the vehicle, especially when the vehicle is close to the launch stand. The
amount of reduction is totally dependent upon the individual launch-stand design;
however, reductions of 20 dB or more can be expected.
The influence of surfaces near the vehicle, which will tend to cause local increases in
level, can be minimized by careful design of the support facilities. Alternatively,
acoustic blankets designed to attenuate sound can be placed over areas of the vehicle,
and attenuations of 5 to 10 dB can be achieved by use of lightweight blankets (author's
unpublished work).
3. CRITERIA
Acoustic loads generated by a space vehicle's propulsion system shall be determined by
a suitable combination of analysis and test, and the results given in parameters useful
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for determinationof acousticloadsfor structuraldesign.The predictionof acoustic
loadingthat may affect the integrity of thestructureshallaccountfor all significant
exhaust-flowproperties,configurationvariables,and parametersof thevehicleandthe
atmosphere.Testsshallbeconductedto verify analysisor, for asignificantlydifferent
configuration,to determinetheacousticloads.If thepredictedacousticloadsadversely
affectdesign,thefeasibilityof minimizingtheloadsshallbeaccuratelyevaluated.
3.1 Acoustic-Load Parameters
To the extent required for design, the predicted acoustic loads shall be given as a
function of position and time in terms of:
• Overall sound-pressure level
• Frequency spectrum
• Spatial correlation
3.2 Prediction of Acoustic Loads by Empirical Analysis
Where the propulsion is provided by a rocket whose design and deflectors are typical of
those for which acoustical data exist, an empirical analysis shall be made to predict the
acoustic loading. The prediction of the acoustic loads required for design shall account
for at least the following factors:
• Exhaust-flow properties
(a) Jet-exit velocity
(b) Jet-exit density
(c) Jet-exit Mach number
(d) Jet-exit static pressure
• Configuration variables
(a) Nozzle-exit diameter, shape and area ratio
(b) Multiple-nozzle geometry
(c) Deflector geometry, including distance between nozzle and deflector
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(d) Exhaust-shroudgeometry
(e) Reflecting-surfacegeometry
Vehicleparameters
(a) Vehicleconfiguration
(b) Velocity
Atmosphericparameters
(a) Pressure
(b) Temperature
(c) Gascomposition
3.3 Testing
3.3.1 Subscale Model Tests
Acoustical models shall be tested as necessary during the design process to improve the
accuracy of the predicted acoustic loads. Model testing shall also be performed when
the test stand, launch system, or vehicle configurations under design differ significantly
from those on which data are available. Additionally, unless testing can be
demonstrated unnecessary, subscale model testing shall be conducted when any of the
following conditions exist:
• Exit-gas velocity is greater than 3000 m/sec
• Exit-gas density is greater than that of the ambient atmosphere, or less than
0.05 kg/m 3
• Nozzle configuration deviates significantly from standard practice
• Nozzle-exit static-pressure ratio is greater than 2
• Deflector and/or shroud design deviates significantly from standard practice
• Atmospheric conditions differ significantly from those existing on the
earth's surface
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3.3.2 Full-Scale Tests
When the acoustic loading on the vehicle is critical to the design, acoustical
measurements shall be made during static-firing tests and launch of test vehicles.
3.4 Minimizing the Acoustic Loads
If, for a given design, the acoustic loading from the propulsion system results in a
significant problem, tradeoff studies shall be made to determine the feasibility of
minimizing the acoustic loading through noise reduction, flow control, or shielding
techniques without unduly affecting vehicle performance or integrity.
4. RECOMMENDED PRACTICES
In determining space vehicle acoustic loads generated by its propulsion system, it is
recommended that initial analysis and/or test predictions be made and the results
studied to determine whether, additional analysis and/or tests are needed to obtain
more accurate acoustic Ioadings. Empirical-analysis methods such as those
recommended in Section 4.2 are suitable for initial prediction of the acoustic loads on
space vehicles, particularly for vehicles with chemical rockets whose nozzle design and
exhaust-flow characteristics are typical of current propulsion systems. For such typical
propulsion systems, these methods are considered adequate for providing inputs to
preliminary design-tradeoff studies for optimization of the configuration, estimating
the vibration environment, and determining the degree of criticality of the acoustic
load on the structure. The results obtained using these methods should be
supplemented by any available additional data pertaining to similar vehicle
configurations.
When the results of these analyses and any available data from similar vehicles indicate
that acoustic loads are critical for part of the vehicle structure, or when new designs
and configurations are proposed for the space vehicle which differ significantly from
existing rockets as detailed in Section 3.3.1, test programs such as recommended in
Section 4.3 are necessary to predict the acoustic loading. When the results of the
foregoing analysis and/or tests indicate potential problems resulting from the predicted
acoustic loading, methods for minimizing the acoustic loading, such as recommended
in Section 4.4, should be considered.
4.1 Acoustic.Load Parameters
It is recommended that analysis, test procedures, and test instrumentation be carefully
planned so that the results yield data from which the acoustic loads can be formulated
in terms of the parameters given in the criteria of Section 3. I.
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4.2 Prediction of Acoustic Loads by Empirical Analysis
Three prediction methods were discussed in Section 2.3.1. The first method estimates
the octave-band noise levels over the vehicle by direct use of figure 20. This method
may be useful for preliminary rough estimates, but it is not recommended for a formal
preliminary loads definition.
The recommended methods for predicting acoustic loads are the two source-allocation
methods based on allocating the noise-generation sources along the exhaust stream
(refs. 10, 31, 34, and 37). The following summarizes the detailed steps for prediction
of the overall-sound-pressure-level spectrum at a point, p, on the vehicle (not including
effects of reflecting surfaces). The first source-allocation method uses the technique of
assigning each frequency band a unique source location along the flow axis as follows:
lo Determine the flow axis relative to the vehicle and the stand. (Note that
distance, x, along the flow axis is measured from the nozzle, as illustrated in
fig. 17).
, Estimate the overall acoustic power from:
WOA = 0.005 n FU e (l)
where
WOA = overall acoustic power, W
F = thrust of each engine, N
n = number of nozzles
Ue = fully expanded exit velocity, m/sec
(Note that this equation conservatively assumes the efficiency of noise
generation to be one percent).
. Calculate the overall sound power level, L w from:
L w = 10 log WOA + 120, dB (re t 0 -_2 watts). (2)
4. If the vehicle has more than one nozzle, compute an exit-nozzle diameter for
use in the figure from:
d e = 4"fi dei
where dei = the exit diameter of the individual nozzle.
(3)
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Convert the normalized spectrum of figure 5 to a conventional acoustic
bandwidth (i.e., the power spectrum per Hz, per 1/3 octave, or per octave, as
desired) from:
Vw(0Ueq W e
--I+L w-101og + 101ogkf b
 0 o Lwooa deU
where
(4)
Lw, b = sound-power level in the band centered on frequency b, dB
(re 10 -12 W)
2_fb = bandwidth of the frequency band, Hz.
Allocate the acoustic sources along the exhaust-flow center line. The
location of a single source for each frequency band, either i/3 octave or
octave band, is determined by arranging a source of strength given by the
acoustic-power spectrum at points given by the solid-line curve of figure ! 4.
This line (ref. 31) is the preferred curve, although the result should be
modified according to the broken line if a closed-bucket-type deflector is
used.
Calculate the sound-pressure level in the band centered on any frequency, b,
and at any point, p, on the vehicle from :
SPLb, p = Lw, b- 10 logr2 - 11 + DI (b,O) (5)
where
SPLb, p = sound-pressure level at position p, in the band centered oi1
frequency b, dB (re 2 x 10-s N/m 2).
= length of the radius line from the assumed position of the
frequency source to the point on the vehicle (see fig. 17), m
0 = angle between the flow centerline and r (see fig. 17)
DI(b,®) = directivity at the angle O for the band centered on frequency b
(see fig. 10), dB.
Calculate the overall sound pressure level at any point, p, on the vehicle by
logarithmic summation of SPLb, p over the entire spectrum from:
_" SPLb,p] 0-s
SPLOA,p = 10 log All b antilog --i--O--]' dB (re 0.2 x I N/m 2). (6)
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The second source-allocation method recognizes that the noise in each frequency band
is generated throughout the flow, rather than at a discrete location as assumed above.
This method is more difficult to apply than that using the discrete model but is
necessary when an acoustical shielding between the flow and the vehicle must be
accounted for. Tile steps are as follows:
1 through 4. (See first method presented earlier in this section.)
.
,
°
.
Determine the length of tile core, xt, from figure I I.
Divide the rocket flow into a number of slices as illustrated in figure 17.
Obtain the normalized acoustic power per unit core
W(x)/WoA] from figure 12.
Calculate the overall acoustic power for each slice, Lw,s, from:
Lw, s IOlog x-tW(x)] AX 0__2= + L w + 10 log _ , dB (re 1 W)
WOA J xt
where A x = length of the slice.
length 10 log [x t
(7)
, Convert the normalized spectrum of figure 13 to a conventional acoustic
bandwidth (i.e., the power spectrum per Hz, per 1/3 octave, or per octave, as
desired) for each slice, using:
Lw,s, b = l 0 log "W(f,x) Ue. ao ] Uea o
W(x) xa e ] + Lws- 10 log _x ae
where
+ log z_fb, dB (re 10-12 watts) (8)
W(f,x) = sound power per Hz per unit axial length at distance x along the
flow axis, W/Hz/m
= distance along the flow axis from the nozzle to the center of the
slice, m
a o = speed of sound in the atmosphere, m/sec
3O
ae = speedof soundin tile flow at tile nozzleexit, m/sec
10. Compute the sound pressure level in each frequency band at each point
contributed by each slice, SPLs,b, p, from"
SPLs,b, p = Lw,s, b - 10 log r2 - 11 + DI (b,®) (9)
(Note: SPLs,b, p may be altered as required to account for reflections).
11. Compute the sound-pressure level in each frequency band at each point by
logarithmic summation of contributions from each of the slices from:
SPLs,b,p
SPLb, p = 10 log _ antilog 10
S
(10)
where SPLb, p = total SPL in the frequency band b at the point, p, dB (re
2 x 10-s N/m 2)
12. Using equation (6), calculate the overall sound pressure at any point, p, by
logarithmic summation of SPLb, p.
On the surface of the vehicle, immediately facing the exhaust flow, the pressure will
increase over that predicted in the free-field because of the reflection of the sound at
the surface. This will cause a local increase in sound-pressure level of as much as 6 dB,
depending on the angle of incidence. At the sides of the vehicle, the levels will be as
predicted for the free field; opposite from the flow, the shielding of the vehicle will
reduce the level. This effect will be complicated for a configuration with twin exhaust
flows such as produced by a double deflector. In this case, the individual flows should
be treated in turn. Considering the scattering, as from an infinite cylinder, permits an
exact calculation of the pressure field on the vehicle; typical values and results for a
large first-stage booster are given in reference 34.
The effect of large reflecting surfaces such as launch-stand walls should be included in
the prediction by estimating the additional noise contributed to the point under
consideration. Levels on the vehicle will be increased 3 to 6 dB, as shown in references
9 and 13, when a reflected field also loads the point under consideration. If the
geometry of the reflecting structure is complex, then the use of experimental
measurements, either subscale or full scale, is essential for accurate prediction.
Spatial correlation may be estimated with the normalized curves of figures 18 and 19,
which are based on references 31 and 34. To use these results, a location of maximum
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sourcestrengthfor eachfrequencyis determinedasdonein thefirst source-allocation
method,and theangle,/3,determinedby constructingthe line from this point to the
positionunder consideration,as illustratedin figureI7. A moredetailedestimateof
the spatialcorrelationmay be obtainedby computingthe correlationfor SPLs,b,p,
usingfigures18 and 19asbefore,but computing/3for eachslice.This moredetailed
estimateaccountsapproximatelyfor the angulardistributionof thesoundincidenton
the surfaceandcanbeusedto estimatethestructuralresponseto thenoisefrom each
slice of the noiseflow, summingthe responseson anenergybasisin eachfrequency
band.If subsequentcalculationsuggeststhat the structuralloadingcouldbe critical,
thenexperimentalmeasurementof thecorrelationpatternisdesirable.
A final calculationshouldbe completedto examinethe effectsof the initial liftoff
period.Followingtheforegoingprocedure,the designershouldconsiderthevehicleto
be in anelevatedpositionand thenexaminethe levelsresultingfrom the newsource
distribution.Becausethe low-frequencyacousticsourcesmaybenearerto thevehicle,
thecritical point will be to determineif thereis anyincreasedlow-frequencyloading.
4.3 Testing
The prediction of acoustic-pressure levels for unusual stand and deflector
configurations and for new engines with different exhaust-flow properties will require
the use of experimental measurements. These measurements can be obtained with
either a subscale or a full-scale experiment.
4.3.1 Subscale Model Tests
Model tests are based on a geometrically scaled mode[ of the propulsion nozzles,
vehicle, deflector, and stand. When model tests are necessary, the degree of simulation
required is dependent upon the information required for acoustic-load definition.
However, in all cases it is essential that the rocket-exhaust gas-flow properties be
properly simulated. The exhaust-gas density, velocity, Mach number, and exit static
pressure should be the same as full scale, which means that the use of model rockets is
preferred. Substitute gases may be used, and heated helium (ref. 13) has proven to be
the most useful (heated air jets are not suitable). The model nozzles should be scaled
from the full-scale engine with the correct exit area and expansion ratio. It is
recommended that multinozzle arrangements be similarly scaled, but they may be
attached to a single combustion chamber (ref. 20).
In general, accuracies of a few percentages are adequate for geometric scaling of
configuration variables, although the model nozzles are often fabricated with much
•higher accuracy. The effect of inaccuracies on exhaust-flow parameters may be
estimated from figures 3 and 5, and additionally from data in references l0 and 12.
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Usually, an accuracyof approximately5 percent in flow parametersshould be
satisfactory.Measurementof velocity and temperatureare recommended,where
practical,in additionto measurementof chamberpressure;shadowgraphphotographs
areusefulto determinethegeometryof theexhaustplumethroughthedeflector.
The choiceof a geometricscalefactor must be carefullyconsidered.Modelnozzle
throats of 0.013-m(1/2-in.) diameterhavebeenusedwith apparentsuccess.But
cautionmustbeexercisedin the choiceof significantlysmaIlernozzlesbecauseof the
possibility of boundary-layereffects associatedwith low Reynoldsnumbers.The
frequencyregionof principal interestfor acousticloadingmust also beconsidered.
Microphonescanbeobtainedthat arecapableof goodresponseto ]00 000Hz,but if
they areto beusedfor spatial-correlationmeasurementsof soundthat is parallelto a
surface,their diametershouldbelessthan 1/8of theacousticwavelengthat thehighest
frequencyof interest.Becauseof theseproblems,the largestpracticablemodelsare
generallyused,with ageometricscalefactornot smallerthan !/20.
Accuratecalibrationof the instrumentationsystemoverthe entire frequencyrangeis
necessary(e.g.,refs. 44 to 46). Also,whencorrelationmeasurementsarebeingtaken,
there is little tolerancefor interchannel-phaseshift and direct digital recordingis
preferable.A usefulfinal checkfor amodelprogramisto conductacompletefar-field
survey at a radius of approximately 100de, then to comparethe data to the
generalizedresults of figures 3 and 5 to note anomaliesin the model and
instrumentationsystems.
4.3.2 Full-Scale Tests
Full-scale measurements of the vehicle's acoustic loads should be obtained if feasible
during the development of the engines. Deflectors on the engine test stands should be
similar to deflectors used at the launch stand. Then, after erecting surfaces to represent
major reflecting surfaces of the proposed stand and other structures to simulate the
vehicle, it is possible to obtain representative measurements of the acoustic field over
the proposed vehicle.
Similarly, measurement of the acoustic pressure at a minimum of one significant point
on the vehicle should be made early in the test-stand firing phase of the vehicle to
verify the predicted levels.
Data should be obtained over a frequency range of approximately 20 to l 0 000 Hz.
Calibration precautions should be observed, as discussed in the previous section.
Microphone location will depend upon vehicle configuration and predicted regions of
difficulties resulting from acoustic loading. Correlation measurements should be made
over typical simulated skin panels predicted to be critical. Such measurements should
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includeat leastoneverticalandonecircumferentialmicrophonearrayor traverse.For
fixed arrays,primaryemphasisin selectionof microphone spacing should be placed in
the frequency region of critical interest for panel response.
4.4 Minimizing the Acoustic Loads
When, as specified in the criteria, it is necessary to make tradeoff studies to consider
the feasibility of minimizing the acoustic loads, it is recommended that such studies be
made in the vehicle design stage. The recommended methods for minimizing the
acoustic loads are the noise reduction, flow control, and shielding techniques as
described in Section 2.4. A minimum acoustic loading will result when:
The angle through which the exhaust flow is deflected is kept as small as
possible. This will normally require the vehicle to be set at some distance
above the ground; otherwise, a deflection angle of greater than 90 degrees
will result with increased acoustic levels.
The exhaust flow is deflected through a covered bucket or tunnel to shield
the vehicle from direct radiation from the deflected flow.
The deflector and test stand are designed to eliminate large reflective
surfaces turned toward the space vehicle.
Water is injected into the deflector near the nozzle.
Acoustical-attenuation padding is placed over sensitive areas of the vehicle.
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APPENDIX
DEFINITIONS OF ACOUSTICAL TERMINOLOGY
Acoustic Loading-Acoustic loading is the spatially- and frequency-dependent sound-
pressure fluctuations on the vehicle surface.
Decibel (p. 13, ref. 47)-The decibel is a unit of level when the base of the logarithm is
the tenth root of ten, and the quantities concerned are proportional to power.
Note 1 : Examples of quantities that qualify are power (any form), sound-pressure
squared, particle-velocity squared, sound intensity, sound-energy density, voltage
squared. Thus the decibel is a unit of sound-pressure-squared level; it is common
practice, however, to shorten this to sound-pressure level because ordinarily no
ambiguity results from so doing.
Note 2: The logarithm to the base the tenth root of 10 is the same as ten times
the logarithm to the base 10; e.g., for a number X 2, 1ogl01/10 X :_ = 10 logio X 2
= 20 log_o X. This last relationship is the one ordinarily used to simplify the
language in definitions of sound-pressure level, et cetera.
Directivity Factor (p. 20, ref. 47) (1) The directivity factor of a transducer used for
sound emission is the ratio of the sound pressure squared, at some fixed distance and
specified direction, to the mean-square sound pressure at the same distance averaged
over all directions from the transducer. The distance must be great enough so that the
sound appears to diverge spherically from the effective acoustic center of the sources.
Unless otherwise specified, the reference direction is understood to be that of maxi-
mum response.
(2) The directivity factor of a transducer used for sound reception is the ratio of the
square of the open-circuit voltage produced in response to sound waves arriving in a
specified direction to the mean-square voltage that would be produced in a perfectly
diffused sound field of the same frequency and mean-square sound pressure.
Note 1: This definition may be extended to cover the case of finite frequency
bands whose spectrum may be specified.
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Note 2: The average free-field response may be obtained in various ways, such as:
(a) By the use of a spherical integrator
(b) By numerical integration of a sufficient number of directivity patterns
corresponding to different planes
(c) By integration of one or two directional patterns whenever the pattern
of the transducer is known to possess adequate symmetry.
Directivity hldex (p. 30, ref. 47)--The directional gain of a transducer, in decibels, is
10 times the logarithm to the base 10 of the directivity factor.
Level (p. 13, ref. 47)-In acoustics, the level of a quantity is the logarithm of the ratio
of that quantity to a reference quantity of the same kind. The base of the logarithm,
the reference quantity, and the kind of level must be specified.
Note 1: Examples of kinds of levels in common usage are electric power level,
sound-pressure-squared level, voltage-squared level.
Note 2: Tile level as here defined is measured in units of tile logarithm of a
reference ratio that is equal to tile base of logarithms.
Note 3: In symbols,
L = log r (q/%)
where
L = level of kind determined by the kind of quantity under consideration,
measured in units of logrr
q
qo =
the quantity under consideration
reference quantity of the same kind
r = base of logarithms and the reference ratio
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Note 4: Differences in the levels of two like quantities q_ and q2 are described by
the same formula because, by the rules of logarithms, the reference quantity is
automatically divided out:
log r (q,/qo)- logr (q2/qo) = logr (q,/q2)
Overall Sound-Pressure Level The overall sound-pressure level is the sound-pressure
level over all frequencies in the frequency range of interest, usually 22.5 - 1 ! 200 Hz
for full-scale vehicles.
Power Level (p. 14, ref. 47)-Power level, in decibels, is l0 times the logarithm to the
base 10 of the ratio of a given power to a reference power. The reference power must
be indicated.
Note: In sound recording, for example, a reference electric power often used is
the milliwatt, and the symbol dbm is employed to indicate both the unit of power
level, the decibel, and the reference power, the milliwatt.
Power Spectrum (p. l l, ref. 47)--The spectlqam density of an oscillation is the mean-
square amplitude of the output of an ideal filter with unity gain responding to the
oscillation, per unit bandwidth; i.e., the limit for vanishingly small bandwidth of the
quotient of the mean-square amplitude divided by the bandwidth.
Note l : In mathematical terms, the spectrum density function of an oscillation
y(t) is the ensemble average of G(f) where (when a limit exists)
1
G(O- Lira T
T_,_
j(_TT y(t) e 2rift dt
f being frequency (positive only).
Note 2: The mean-square output of an ideal filter with unity gain in a finite band
is given by the integral of G(f) with respect to frequency over the band.
Sound Power (p. 13, ref. 47)-The sound power of a source is the total sound energy
radiated by the source per unit of time.
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Sound Pressure (p. 12, ref. 47) The sound pressure at a point is the total instan-
taneous pressure at that point in the presence of a sound wave minus the static pressure
at that point.
Sound Pressure Level (p. 14, ref. 47) The sound pressure level, in decibels, of a sound
is 20 times the logarithm to the base 10 of the ratio of the pressure of this sound to tile
reference pressure. The reference pressure shall be explicitly stated.
Note 1: Tile following reference pressures are in common use:
(a) 2 x 10-4 microbar
(b) 1 microbar
Reference pressure (a) is in general use for measurements concerned with hearing
and with sound in air and liquids, while (b) has gained widespread acceptance for
calibration of transducers and various kinds of sound measurements in liquids.
Note 2: Unless otherwise explicitly stated, it is to be understood that the sound
pressure is the effective (rms) sound presstire.
Note 3: It is to be noted that in many sound fields the sound-pressure ratios are
not the square roots of the corresponding power ratios.
Spatial Correlation-Spatial correlation is a measure of the distance in a given direction
over which the sound pressure in a stated frequency band may be considered in phase.
The sound at two points (1 and 2) is said to be fully correlated when the pressure
fluctuations (p_ and P2 ) are in phase; i.e., when
Pi P2
(p---7),t=1
Spectrum (p. 11, ref. 47)-(1 )The spectrum of a function of time is a description of its
resolution into components, each of different frequency and (usually) different
amplitude and phase.
(2) "Spectrum" is also used to signify a continuous range of components, usually wide
in extent, within which waves have some specified common characteristic; e.g.,
"audio-frequency spectrum." (Note: The term "spectrum" is also appfied to functions
of variables other than time, such as distance.)
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SYMBOLS
DI
F
g W
Lw,b
tw,s
Lw,s,b
M
R
SPL
SPLb,p
velocity of sound, m/sec
directivity index
nozzle diameter, m
thrust, N
frequency, Hz
wave number (2 zr f/a)
sound-power level, dB (re 10-12 W)
sound-power level in a frequency band centered at frequency b, dB (re
10 -12 W)
sound-power level in a slice of the rocket-exhaust flow, dB (re !0 -12 W)
sound-power level in a slice of the rocket-exhaust flow attributed to
frequencies in a frequency band centered at frequency b, dB (re
10 -12 W)
Mach number
number of nozzles
vehicle radius, m
length of the radius line from the assumed position of the frequency
source to the point on the vehicle (see fig. ! 7), m
sound-pressure level, dB (re 2 x 10-s N/m 2)
total sound-pressure level in the frequency band b at the point p, dB (re
2 x 10"s N/m 2)
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SPLs,b,p
SPL(f)
U
W
WOA
W(f)
W(x)
w(f,x)
Ax
0
sound-pressure level in frequency band b, at point p contributed by
each slice of the rocket-exhaust flow, dB (re 2 x 10-SN/m 2)
sound-pressure level per Hz, dB (re 2 x 10-s N/m 2 )/Hz
velocity, m/sec
sound power, W
overall sound power, W
sound power per Hz, W/Hz
sound power per unit axial length at distance x along flow axis, W/m
sound power per Hz per unit axial length at distance x along flow axis,
W/Hz/m
distance from nozzle along flow axis, m
length of flow slice, m
distance along vehicle axis (in vehicle coordinate system) to point p, m
distance between points p (coordinates z, ¢) and p' (coordinates z',
40, m
angle between a line normal to the vehicle axis at point p and the
direction line between the apparent source and point p, measured in the
plane containing the flow and vehicle axes (see fig. 17), rad
acoustic efficiency (rocket-exhaust sound power/rocket-exhaust
mechanical power)
angle from exhaust-flow axis (see fig. 17), rad
angle around the vehicle, measured from the plane containing the flow
and vehicle axes, to a point p (coordinates z, O) on the vehicle (see
fig. 17), rad
angle between planes containing points p (coordinates z, ¢) and p'
(coordinates z, _'), rad
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Subscripts:
b
e
i
OA
0
P
S
t
U
W
x
center frequency of band
exit (fully expanded)
individual nozzle
overall
ambient
point on vehicle
slice
tip of supersonic core
undeflected
power
axial distance
free stream
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SP-8002
SP-8003
SP-8004
SP-8005
SP-8006
SP-8007
SP-8008
SP-8009
SP-8010
SP-8011
SP-8012
SP-8013
SP-8014
SP-8015
SP-8016
SP-8017
SP-8018
SP-8019
SP-8020
SP-8021
(Structures)
(Structures)
(Structures)
(Structures)
(Environment)
(Structures)
(Structures)
(Structures)
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Buffeting During Atmospheric Ascent, May 1964 -
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Solar Electromagnetic Radiation, June 1965 -
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Local Steady Aerodynamic Loads During Launch
and Exit, May 1965
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1968
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Meteoroid Environment Model - 1969 [Near
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Entry Thermal Protection, August 1968
Guidance and Navigation for Entry Vehicles, No-
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Effects of Structural Flexibility on Spacecraft
Control Systems, April 1969
Magnetic Fields - Earth and Extraterrestrial,
March 1969
Spacecraft Magnetic Torques, March 1969
Buckling of Thin-Walled Truncated Cones, Sep-
tember 1968
Mars Surface Models (1968), May 1969
Models of Earth's Atmosphere (120 to 1000 kin),
May 1969
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(Guidance
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(Chemical
Propulsion)
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andControl)
StagingLoads, February 1969
Lunar Surface Models, May 1969
Spacecraft Gravitational Torques, May 1969
Solid Rocket Motor Metal Cases, April 1970
Spacecraft Star Trackers, July 1970
Spacecraft Radiation Torques, October 1969
Entry Vehicle Control, November 1969
Aerodynamic and Rocket-Exhaust Heating During
Launch and Ascent, May 1969
Transient Loads from Thrust Excitation, February
1969
Slosh Suppression, May 1969
Buckling of Thin-Walled Doubly Curved Shells,
August 1969
Spacecraft Earth Horizon Sensors, December 1969
Spacecraft Mass Expulsion Torques, December
1969
Wind Loads Durin.g Ascent, June 1970
Effects of Structural Flexibility on Launch Vehicle
Control Systems, February 1970
Assessment and Control of Spacecraft Magnetic
Fields, September 1970
Meteoroid Environment Model - 1970 (Interplane-
tary and Planetary), October 1970
Fracture Control of Metallic Pressure Vessels, May
1970
Captive-Fired Testing of Solid Rocket Motors,
March 1971
Meteoroid Damage Assessment, May 1970
Design-Development Testing, May 1970
Qualification Testing, May 1970
Acceptance Testing, April 1970
Landing Impact Attenuation for Non-Surface-
Planing Landers, April 1970
Spacecraft Sun Sensors, June 1970
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Liquid Rocket Engine Turbopump Bearings, March
1971
Structural Vibration Prediction, June 1970
Solid Rocket Motor Igniters, March 1971
Nuclear and Space Radiation Effects on Materials,
June 1970
Space Radiation Protection, June 1970
Prevention of Coupled Structure-Propulsion Insta-
bility (Pogo), October 1970
Flight Separation Mechanisms, October 1970
Structural Design Criteria Applicable to a Space
Shuttle, January 1971
Spacecraft Aerodynamic Torques, January 1971
Spacecraft Attitude Control During Thrusting
Maneuvers, February 1971
Compartment Venting, November 1970
Interaction with Umbilicals and Launch Stand
August 1970
Entry Gasdynamic Heating, January 1971
Lubrication, Friction, and Wear, June 1971
Deployable Aerodynamic Deceleration Systems,
June 1971
Buckling Strength of Structural Plates, June 1971
Acoustic Loads Generated by the Propulsion System,
June 1971
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